Subject: Idea worksheet for the Bibliography database.

1. The first screen will appear with the general categories to allow the user to identify the general area of interest.

   SUN STREAK BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATABASE
   Place an X before the field of interest for which you wish a bibliographical search.

   - Altered States of Consciousness (general)
   - Auras
   - Bi-location
   - Biofeedback
   - Biological fields
   - Channeling
   - Clairvoyance
   - Creativity as a psi-phenomen
   - Dreams
   - ESP (general)
   - Hypnogogic states
   - Hypnosis
   - Meditation
   - Mediumship

   PRESS PgDn FOR MORE OPTIONS OR ESC FOR PREVIOUS MENU

2. Once the user has selected the general area of interest, a new screen will appear which will have the areas pertinent to that general area. For example: if the user were to select CLAIRVOYANCE as their general area of interest, the second screen would contain specialized options:

   SUN STREAK BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATABASE
   Place an X before the field of interest for which you wish a bibliographical search.

   - Applications of clairvoyance
   - Biophysical aspects of clairvoyance
   - Business (economic) uses of clairvoyance
   - Conferences/symposiums on clairvoyance
   - Evaluation techniques for clairvoyance
   - Governmental involvement in clairvoyance
   - History of clairvoyance
   - Medical aspects of clairvoyance
   - Methods used to enhance clairvoyance
   - Military uses of clairvoyance
   - Police cases using clairvoyance
   - Research in clairvoyance
   - Theories and explanations of clairvoyance
   - Training in clairvoyance

   PRESS PgDn FOR MORE OPTIONS OR ESC FOR PREVIOUS MENU
3. Some of the specific areas of interest which are found on screen #2 will require a 3rd screen for further defining the area of interest. For example, if the user had selected Applications for Clairvoyance, another screen might appear:

**SUN STREAK BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATABASE**
Place an X before the field of interest for which you wish a bibliographical search.

- Military applications of clairvoyance
- Economic applications of clairvoyance
- Personal applications of clairvoyance
- Foreign applications of clairvoyance
- Scientific applications of clairvoyance
- Governmental applications of clairvoyance
- Police applications of clairvoyance

PRESS PgDn FOR MORE OPTIONS OR ESC FOR PREVIOUS MENU

4. Once the user has selected the item of interest, the computer will go through the database and select every record which fits the selected parameters. The user will then be given a choice of sending the results of the search to the screen or the printer.

5. The GENERAL AREAS OF INTEREST (screen #1) will be:

- Altered States of Consciousness (general)
- Anomolous phenomena
- ANPS
- Apportment
- Auras
- Authors
- Automatic writing
- Bi-location
- Biofeedback
- Biological fields
- Biological interaction
- Channeling
- Clairvoyance
- Creativity as a psi-phenomenon
- Dowsing
- Dreams
- ESP (general)
- Healing
- Hemispheric brain functions
- Hypnagogic states (general)
- Hypnosis
- Meetings
Meditation
Mediumship
Memory
NDE
Out of body experiences
Poltergeists
Postcognition
Precognition
Prophecy
Psychokinesis
Spirit guides
Survival (of death)
Telepathy
Trance states (general)

5. The second screen data could include, but not be limited to

NOTE 1: selection fields shown below may not apply to every major area of interest, and therefore might not show up on the second screen.

NOTE 2: (X stands for the general area selected)

NOTE 3: Where a specific subject calls for a third screen, the items expected for the third screen are listed indented under the subject.

Anthropological aspects of X
Applications of X
  X in counselling
  X in psychotherapy
Economic applications of X
Foreign applications of X
Governmental applications of X
Military applications of X
Personal applications of X
Police applications of X
Scientific applications of X
Biographical data on X (where X stands for a personality)
Biological aspects of X
Conferences/Meetings/symposiums dealing with X
Cultural aspects of X
Education / training in X
Enhancement/facilitation techniques for X
  Chemical (drug) enhancement of X
  Mental enhancement of X
    Hypnosis as an aid to performance of X
  Mechanical enhancement of X
    Hemisync as an aid to performance of X
    Random number generators used for X
    Sound generators as an aid to performance of X
    Sensory deprivation as an aid to performance of X
    Light stimulation as an aid to performance of X
Environments conducive to X
Evaluation techniques for X
Geographic aspects of X
Government involvement in X
  Foreign government involvement in X
  US government involvement in X
History of X
  Archeological evidence of X
Anthropological aspects of X
Cultural aspects of X
Organizations formed to study X
Holographic aspects of X
Lucid X (used only when X stands for Dreams)
Medical aspects of X
Neurological aspects of X
Neurophysical aspects of X
Personalities involved with X
Police cases involving X
Physiological aspects of X
Psychological aspects of X
Psychophysical aspects of X
Research in X
Screening/selecting subjects for research in X
Spontaneous cases involving X
Theories and explanations for X
Moreover, the conferees have agreed to designate the Defense Intelligence Agency as executive agent for the program, and encourage DIA to formulate guidance for program execution. The DIA should: formulate and provide to the Congress a long-range comprehensive plan for research and applied research for the program; develop an integrated data base on foreign efforts on these phenomena, particularly those of the Soviets and the Chinese; levy and prioritize requirements for the program as appropriate and provide for systematic and independent assessment of program results; assure proper documentation of all activities and plans based on scientific methodology and evaluation; and arrange for an appropriate level of external assistance to the program.

The conferees request a special section be included in the congressional budget justification books to highlight the progress and status of this program.